Let f be a bounded from below lower semicontinuous function defined in a completely regular topological space X. We show that there exists a continuous and bounded function g, defined in the same space, such that the perturbed function f + g attains its infimum in X. Moreover, the set of such good perturbations g (for which f + g attains its infimum) is dense in the space C * (X) of all bounded continuous functions in X with respect to the sup-norm. We give a sufficient condition under which this set of good perturbations contains a dense G δ -subset of C * (X). The condition is in terms of existence of a winning strategy for one of the players in a certain topological game played in the space X. If the other player in the same game does not have a winning strategy, then the set of good perturbations is of the second Baire category in every open subset of C * (X). The game we consider is similar to a game introduced by E. Michael in the study of completeness properties of topological spaces and to a game used by Kenderov and Moors to characterize fragmentability of topological spaces.
If Y is a complete metric space one can frequently (but not always) show that the set S( f ) := {g ∈ Y : f + g attains its infimum in X} contains a dense G δ -subset of Y . In such a case the corresponding variational principle is called Generic variational principle.
Another relevant question in optimization theory is to ask if there is a dense set of functions g ∈ Y such that the perturbed function f + g has strong minimum in X . A proper bounded from below function h : X → R ∪ {+∞} is said to have strong minimum in X , if there exists such a point x 0 ∈ X that:
1. h(x 0 ) = inf X h := inf{h(x): x ∈ X} and 2. every minimizing sequences (x n ) n 1 ⊂ X (i.e. a sequence for which h(x n ) → inf X h) is converging to x 0 (this implies that x 0 is a unique minimizer of h over X ).
If h has strong minimum in X , then the problem to minimize h on X is called Tykhonov well-posed. Well-posed optimization problems are easier to investigate and solve, also numerically. If the set of perturbations g ∈ Y for which f + g has strong minimum in X is dense in Y , then the optimization problem "Minimize f over X " (which is not necessarily well-posed) can be approximated arbitrarily well by Tykhonov well-posed problems the unique solutions to which, under additional assumptions, may cluster around (or even converge to) a solution of the original optimization problem. In Section 2 we provide the basic tools needed in the next sections. For instance, Corollary 2.2 says that, for every completely regular space X and every extended real-valued function f : X → R ∪ {+∞} which is bounded from below, lower semicontinuous and proper, the set S( f ) is dense in Y := (C * (X), · ∞ ) where C * (X) is the space of all bounded continuous functions in X and g ∞ := sup{|g(x)|: x ∈ X}. Moreover, for every x 0 ∈ dom( f ) there exists some g ∈ C * (X) such that f + g attains its infimum in X at the point x 0 (this is Corollary 2.3).
In Section 3 we give a sufficient condition for the set S( f ) (respectively, for the set S ( f ) := {g ∈ C * (X): f + g has strong minimum in X}) to contain some dense G δ -subset of (C * (X), · ∞ ). These are Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.5, correspondingly. The sufficient condition, in both cases, is in terms of existence of a winning strategy for the player Ω in a two-player game G( X) (respectively, in a two-player game G (X)) which is played in the space X . The game G( X) was introduced by E. Michael [26, 27] in the study of completeness properties of metric spaces. The game G (X) with slightly weaker winning condition was used by Kenderov and Moors to characterize and investigate fragmentability of topological spaces [17] [18] [19] .
In Section 4 we study the situation when the other player Σ does not have a winning strategy in the game G( X) (respectively, in the game G (X)). In these cases the set of good perturbations S( f ) (respectively, the set S ( f )) is also big from topological point of view. It is of second Baire category in every open subset of (C * (X), · ∞ ). This is shown in Theorem 4.1 (respectively, in Theorem 4.2). We call the variational principles with such a conclusion Almost generic variational principles.
In the last section we discuss the relation between the results in this paper and our earlier work on "continuous" variational principles (in which the function f was assumed to be continuous). We give some examples which underline the difference between generic and almost generic variational principles. In particular, we show (Propositions 5.1 and 5.3) that for X = B, where B is a Bernstein subset of the unit interval, an almost generic variational principle is valid but not a generic one. Thus B is a space in which no one of the players Ω and Σ possesses a wining strategy in the games G( X) and G (X). Propositions 5.9 and 5.10 show that this might happen even for compact spaces X . We formulate in this section also some open problems.
All topological spaces in the paper are assumed to be completely regular. For a set A in a topological space we denote by A its closure. For the sake of brevity we will omit in the sequel the words "extended real-valued function" (but will have it in mind) whenever a notation like f : X → R ∪ {+∞} appears in the text. For the same reason we will often write C * (X) instead of (C * (X), · ∞ ).
A general variational principle and some auxiliary results
We start with a statement which was announced and proved in [22] . We give its proof here because our further considerations depend heavily on this fact. Proposition 2.1. Let f : X → R ∪ {+∞} be a proper lower semicontinuous function which is bounded from below. Let x 0 ∈ dom( f ) and ε > 0 be such that f (x 0 ) < inf X f + ε. Then, there exists a continuous function g ∈ C * (X) such that −ε g(x) 0 for every x ∈ X and the function f + g attains its infimum at x 0 .
Proof. Set δ := f (x 0 ) − inf X f and suppose that δ > 0 (if δ = 0, there is nothing to prove). Consider the closed nonempty sets
for which we obviously have
Since x 0 / ∈ L n and the space is completely regular, for every n 1 we can find bounded continuous functions h n : X → [0, 1] such that h n (x 0 ) = 1 and h n | L n ≡ 0. In particular, h n ∞ 1 for any n 1. Consider the continuous and bounded function h defined by the formula:
We have h ∞ 1, h(x 0 ) = 1 and h(x) = 0 for each x ∈ L 1 . The function g := −δh 0 is continuous, g ∞ δ < ε and g(x 0 ) = −δ. It suffices to show that f + g attains its infimum at x 0 .
Let x ∈ X and consider the two possible cases:
Since g is bounded from below by −δ, in the first case we have
In the second case x ∈ ∞ n=1 L n . Set n 0 to be the smallest integer n 1 so that x ∈ L n . If n 0 = 1, then x ∈ L n for each n 1 and, according to the definition of g, we have g(x) = 0. Therefore,
In such a case h n (x) = 0 for any n n 0 and therefore
On the other hand, x / ∈ L n 0 −1 and we have
The last two inequalities then entail
The following two corollaries are immediate. Corollary 2.2. Let f : X → R ∪ {+∞} be a proper lower semicontinuous function which is bounded from below. Then the set S( f ) = {g ∈ C * (X): f + g attains its infimum on X} is dense in C * (X). Corollary 2.3. Let f : X → R ∪ {+∞} be a proper lower semicontinuous function which is bounded from below. Then for every x 0 ∈ dom( f ) there exists g ∈ C * (X) such that x 0 is a minimizer for the perturbed function f + g.
Every lower semicontinuous proper and bounded from below function f : X → R ∪ {+∞} determines a set-valued mapping M f defined in C * (X), with values in X , which assigns to each function g ∈ C * (X) the (possibly empty) set of minimizers of the perturbed function f + g:
We call M f the solution mapping (determined by f ) because it puts into correspondence to each g ∈ C * (X) the solutions (if any) to the problem of minimizing f + g over X . The properties of this solution mapping in the case f ≡ 0 have been thoroughly studied (see for example [5, 6, 21] ). We will see below that in the more general setting we use in this paper the mapping M f still keeps most of its good properties. As usual,
Let us stress the fact that, in the absence of any compactness conditions on X , the mapping M f may have empty images for many g ∈ C * (X). 
Indeed, let g ∈ U be arbitrary and let x / ∈ V . We obviously have
And thus, since 
Let δ > 0 be such that B(g 0 , 2δ) ⊂ U and let V be an open subset of X containing x 0 and such that
Such a set V exists because of the continuity of g 0 and the continuity of the restriction of f on its domain. We will show
which will complete the proof of (f) and thus of the proposition. Indeed, take an arbitrary x ∈ V ∩ dom( f ) and fix it. Then
Applying Proposition 2.1 for the function f + g 0 , the point x and ε = δ we get a function g ∈ C * (X) such that g ∞ δ and f + g 0 + g attains its infimum in X at the point x. In other words, "minimal" (see e.g. [4, 30] ). This is so because, in this case, F is minimal (with respect to graph inclusion) among all nonempty-valued usco mappings from Z into X . On the other hand, for a single-valued mapping f : Z → X , property (d) is known as quasi-continuity of f . This notion was introduced by Kempisty [16] , but its roots go back to Volterra (see the paper of Baire [1, p. 95] ). Since we are dealing with mappings which are, in general, not usco and may have empty images at many points, we prefer to use the term "quasi-continuous mapping" for every set-valued mapping that satisfies property (d).
Generic variational principles
We will show in this section how the existence of a winning strategy for the player Ω in a game played in X implies that the set of good perturbations S( f ) contains a dense G δ -subset of C * (X). We start with a description of the game.
Two players, which we will denote by Σ and Ω, play a game in the topological space X in the following way: Σ starts by choosing a nonempty subset A 1 of X and Ω makes his/her first move by choosing a nonempty relatively open subset B 1 of A 1 . I.e. B 1 = A 1 ∩ W where W is an open subset of X . On the n-th stage, n 2, the player Σ chooses some nonempty set A n contained in the previous choice B n−1 of Ω and Ω chooses a nonempty relatively open subset B n of A n . Playing in this way the players generate an infinite sequence of sets {A n , B n } n 1 which is called a play. The player Ω is said to have won this play, if n A n = n B n = ∅. Otherwise Σ wins. We will denote this game by G( X).
The game G( X) (with a stronger winning condition) was used by Michael [26] (see also [27] ) to characterize metric spaces with completeness properties.
The 
Proof. We will show that the existence of a winning strategy ω for the player Ω in the game G( X) induces the existence of a strategy s for the player α in the Banach-Mazur game BM(C * (X)) (played in C * (X) with its sup-norm topology) such that for every s-play {U n , V n } n 1 we have
According to a result of Oxtoby [29] , this suffices to deduce that the set S( f ) contains a dense G δ -subset of (C * (X), · ∞ ).
Let the nonempty open set U 1 be an arbitrary first choice of the player β in the game BM(C * (X)). The set
is a nonempty subset of X (because of property (b) of Proposition 2.4) and it could be considered as a first move of the player Σ in the game G( X). The strategy ω provides a relatively open set
Without loss of generality we may think that the diameter of V 1 , denoted by diam(V 1 ), is bounded by 1. We put the set V 1 to be the response of player α, under the strategy s, to the first choice U 1 of player β. Let, further, the nonempty open set U 2 ⊂ V 1 be any second move of the player 
We take the set V 2 to be the answer of player α under the strategy s to the second move U 2 of player β.
Proceeding by induction we construct a strategy s for the player α in BM(C * (X)) in such a way that any s-play {U n , V n } n 1 is accompanied by an ω-play {A n , B n } n 1 in the game G( X) so that the following properties have place for every n 1:
Obviously, for any such s-play, the intersection n U n = n V n is a one point set, say g 0 ∈ C * (X). Since ω is a winning strategy for the player Ω in the game G( X), we have n A n = ∅. On the other hand by property (e) of Proposition 2.4, and (i) above, we have that
The class of spaces X for which the player Ω has a winning strategy for the game G( X) is rather large. It obviously includes all countably compact spaces. Our immediate goal is to show that, if a space X belongs to this class, then many of its subsets also belong to this class. We will see also, that continuous and open images of spaces from this class belong to the same class as well.
Property (i) in the next statement is one of the possible definitions of the notion resolvable set (see [24, §12, V] ). The equivalent property (ii) from the same statement is more convenient for our considerations and allows to show that the existence of winning strategy for player Ω in G( X) is inherited by the countable intersections of resolvable subsets of the same space. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that every relatively open subset of A intersects H . In particular, the nonempty set
Open sets and closed sets are the simplest examples of resolvable subsets of X . It is known (and follows easily from the properties (i) and (ii)) that the family of resolvable subsets of X is closed under taking finite unions, finite intersections and complements. Resolvable subsets are of interest to us because of the next statement. Proof. Let {H i } n 1 be a nested sequence of resolvable subsets of X such that Z = i H i = ∅. Suppose ∅ = A n ⊂ Z is the choice of player Σ at the n-th stage of the game G(Z ). Since A n ⊂ H n and the latter set is resolvable in X , there exists a nonempty relatively open subset B n of A n such that B n ⊂ H n . Consider the set B n as the n-th choice of player Σ in the game G( X). The strategy ω provides a nonempty set B n which is relatively open in B n (and therefore in A n ). We take this set B n to be the answer under the strategy ω for the player Ω in the game G(Z ).
Since ω is a winning strategy, we have
This suffices to conclude that ω is a winning strategy for Ω in the game G(Z ). 2 Proof. Denote by ω some winning strategy of Ω in G( X). By means of the mapping f we will "transfer" the strategy ω from X to a strategy ω in Y . Let A n be the choice of Σ at the n-th stage of the game G(Y ). Consider the set A n := f −1 A n as a choice of Σ at the n-th stage of the game G( X). There exists some open set U n ⊂ X such that the nonempty set 
To formulate our next statement we need a game G (X) which is played precisely as G( X) but with a different winning rule: the player Ω wins the play {A n , B n } n 1 if the intersection n A n = n B n is a singleton, say x, and for every open W x there is some integer n 1 such that B n ⊂ W . 
Proof. Let ω be a winning strategy for the player Ω in the game G (X). As in the proof of the previous theorem we define a strategy s for the player α in BM(C * (X)) such that every s-play {U n , V n } n 1 is accompanied by an ω-play {A n , B n } n 1 in the game G (X) with the properties (i)-(iv) listed in the proof of Theorem 3.1. In particular, there exists some g ∈ C * (X) such that {g} = n U n = n V n and M f (g) = n M f (U n ) = n A n . Since ω is a winning strategy, the latter set is a singleton, say x 0 , and for every open W x 0 there is some integer n 1 such that B n ⊂ W . We will show next that x 0 is a strong minimum of f + g. This will complete the proof.
Indeed, let (x k ) k 1 be a minimizing sequence for the function f + g.
and thus there is some k 0 such that g + g k ∈ V n 0 for any k k 0 . Therefore, using the condition (ii) from the proof of the previous theorem, for k k 0 we have
Obvious examples of spaces X for which there exists a winning strategy for player Ω in the game G (X) are the complete metric spaces: to a choice A n of Σ player Ω answers by taking as B n the intersection of A n with some open ball of radius 1/n. Scattered spaces also admit winning strategy for Ω. Recall that a space X is called scattered if every nonempty subset A of X contains a point which is isolated in A. The winning strategy for Ω is very simple for such spaces. Once the player Σ makes her/his first move A 1 , the player Ω answers by taking as B 1 one of the isolated points of A 1 . Then the further moves of the players are predetermined: A i = B i = B 1 whenever i 2. The resulting play {A i , B i } i 1 is won by Ω.
Complete metric spaces and scattered spaces are partial cases of the so-called "fragmentable spaces" which are also related to our considerations. A topological space X is called fragmentable [14] (or weak-star) topology are examples of non-metrizable but fragmentable spaces. All Eberlein compacta or, more generally, all Radon-Nykodim compacta are fragmentable spaces. The notion of fragmentability turned out to be very convenient and useful in the study of generic single-valuedness of set-valued mappings, in the study of generic differentiability of convex functions and in the Geometry of Banach spaces (see [14, [17] [18] [19] 30, 31] and the literature therein).
There exists a game characterization of fragmentability which is very close in spirit to what we consider in this paper.
In [17, 18] a game FG( X) (called fragmenting game) was considered, where the two players Σ and Ω make their choices as in the game G (X) with a slightly different winning rule: the player Ω wins a play {A n , B n } n 1 in the game FG( X) if the intersection n A n = n B n has at most one point. It was shown that the space X is fragmentable if, and only if, the player Ω has a winning strategy ω in the game FG( X). It was shown also that, if the winning strategy ω in the game FG( X) satisfies stronger requirements, then the fragmenting metric also has additional properties. For instance, the existence of winning strategy with the property "For every ω-play the intersection n A n = n B n is either empty or has just one point, say x, and every open W x contains some B n " is equivalent to the statement the space X is fragmentable by a metric d whose metric topology contains the original topology of X (in such cases we say that d majorizes the topology of X ). In a similar way the following statement could be derived from the considerations in [17] [18] [19] 31] . 
X by a metric d which majorizes the topology of X and is "conditionally complete" in the sense that every d-Cauchy sequence converges in the topology of X .
Thus we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.7. Let X be a completely regular topological space which is fragmentable by a conditionally complete metric d which majorizes the topology of X . Then for any proper lower semicontinuous function f : X → R ∪ {+∞} which is bounded from below the set S ( f ) = {g ∈ C * (X): f + g has strong minimum in X} contains a dense G δ -subset of C * (X).
Under the stronger assumption that the fragmenting metric d is complete this corollary was proved in [23] without involving the game G (X). 
. This completes the definition of the strategy σ . Note that each σ -play {A i , B i } i 1 is accompanied by a "strongly nested" sequence of sets {U i } i 1 with decreasing to 0 diameters.
Since C * (X) is a complete metric space, there exists a unique function
On the other hand, by property (e) of Proposition 2.4, we have ∅ = M f (g) = n M(U n ) = n A n . This shows that the strategy σ is winning for Σ in the game G( X). This contradiction completes the proof. 2
A similar statement for "strong minimum principle" is also valid. 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be such a topological space that the player Σ does not have a winning strategy in the game G (X).
Suppose the σ -play {A i , B i } i 1 with the properties (a)-(c) is won by Ω. I.e. M f (g) = n M f (U n ) = n A n is a singleton, say x 0 , and for every open W x 0 there is some integer n 1 such that A n ⊂ W . As in the final part of the proof of Theorem 3.5 one can show that f + g has strong minimum in X which means that g ∈ S ( f ), a contradiction. 2
Some examples and open problems
In this section we give some examples which provide deeper insight into the problems considered above and outline the difference between various types of variational principles (generic, almost generic, continuous, for usual or for strong minimum). We formulate also some open questions.
If X is a compact space, then every lower semicontinuous function f attains its minimum in X . I.e. S( f ) = C * (X) and a generic variational principle for usual minimum obviously has place. There are compact spaces X however for which every continuous function g : X → R attains each of its values (including the minimal one) at infinitely many points. For instance, βN \ N and I c , the Cartesian product of continuum many copies of the unit interval I , are such compact spaces. For these spaces the generic variational principle for strong minimum is not valid for f ≡ 0 (the set S ( f ) is empty).
We exhibit now an example of a separable metric space for which an almost generic variational principle has place but not a generic one. Any Bernstein subset of R with the inherited topology can serve as such an example. Recall that B ⊂ R is called a Bernstein set if every continuum cardinality compact subset of R intersects both B and its complement R \ B (see [13] ). Note that any Bernstein set B as well as its complement R \ B are uncountable dense subsets of R. It is known that Bernstein sets B ⊂ R (with the topology inherited from R) are examples of topological spaces in which none of the players α and β has winning strategy in the game BM(B). The next two assertions show that the situation is similar with the games G(B) and G (B) . None of the players in these games has a winning strategy.
Proposition 5.1. Let B be a Bernstein subset of R with the inherited topology. Then the player Σ does not have a winning strategy in the game G (B) (and, therefore, in G(B)). In particular an almost generic variational principle for strong minimum is valid for B.
Proof. Let σ be any strategy of the player Σ . We will show that there exists some σ -play which is won by Ω in the game G (B). Without loss of generality we may assume that all sets A i chosen by means of the strategy σ do not contain isolated points (otherwise player Ω, by selecting an isolated point of A i , would win the play generated after such a choice). I.e.
A i is infinite and dense in itself in the usual topology of R. Note also that a certain (finite or infinite) σ -play is entirely determined by the choices of Ω. The choices of Σ are automatically provided by the strategy σ as answers to the choices of Ω. This allows us to use the term "partial σ -play" for any finite sequence of sets
for which there exists (a uniquely
. We will use next the Cantor set construction and will define a sequence {C p } p 1 of infinite subsets of B such that, for every pair of integers k 0 and p ∈ [2 k , 2 k+1 ), we have: where B 1 = C 1 and B j+1 is either C 2 j or C 2 j+1 , 1 j < k, is a finite σ -play.
The determination of the sets C p goes "portionwise". At the k-th construction step, k 0, the sets C p will be defined for 
It is easy to see that K is a continuum cardinality compact. In fact, K is homeomorphic to the Cantor set. Since B is a Bernstein set, there exists some x ∈ K ∩ B. For each k 0 there is just one set
{C p k } k 0 is a σ -play which is won by Ω in the game G (B). This completes the proof. 2
Remark 5.2. For every topological space X it has been shown [6, Theorem 3.5] that the set {g ∈ C * (X): g attains a strong minimum in X} contains a dense and G δ -subset of C * (X) if and only if X contains a dense completely metrizable subset. Equivalently, for the zero function f ≡ 0 in X , the set S ( f ) contains a dense and G δ -subset of C * (X) if and only if X contains a dense completely metrizable subset. Every completely metrizable space without isolated points contains a copy of the Cantor set. Hence, a Bernstein set B cannot contain a dense completely metrizable subsets. It follows that, for the function f ≡ 0, the set S ( f ) does not contain a subset which is dense and G δ in C * (B). This means the generic variational principle for strong minimum is not valid for B.
In [21] it was proved that, for any topological space X , the set {g ∈ C * (X): g attains its infimum in X} contains a dense 
Let 
(the closures are in B). Then M(g 0 ) ⊂ i 1 A i = {y} and we see that the set M(g 0 ) = ∅ whenever y / ∈ B. Since B is a Bernstein set and K a continuum cardinality compact, there exists some y ∈ K ∩ (R \ B). The function g 0 corresponding to such y does not attain its infimum over B. 2
Later (see Propositions 5.9 and 5.10) we will give an example of a separable compact space for which an almost generic variational principle (for strong minimum) has place but not a generic one.
In [21, 6, 7] we studied the validity of the above variational principles for the partial case when the function f : X → R is continuous and bounded. It turned out that in this case the set S( f ) (resp. the set S ( f )) contains a dense G δ subset of C * (X) if and only if the player α has a winning strategy in the game BM( X) (resp. in the game BM (X)). The game BM (X) is played as BM( X) but the winning condition is different. It is similar to the one in the game G (X): the play {U i , V i } i 1 is won by α if the intersection n U n = n V n is a singleton, say x, and for every open W x there exists some integer n 1 for which U n ⊂ W . Note that it is enough to prove these "continuous" variational principles only for the function f ≡ 0. The statements then easily follow for any continuous function f .
On the other hand, for lower semicontinuous functions f , we have given in the previous sections only sufficient conditions for the sets S( f ) and S ( f ) to contain a dense G δ subset of C * (X) ( We do not know the answers to Question 5.5 as well as the answer to Question 5.4 in the part related to Theorem 3.1. The answer to Question 5.4 related to Theorem 3.5 is negative however. Basing on some additional set-theoretic assumptions O. Kalenda in [15] has exhibited a non-fragmentable compact K which belongs to the class of Stegall. I.e. every minimal usco mapping F : Z → K defined in a Baire space Z is single-valued at the points of a dense G δ subset of Z [33] . Since the solution mapping M f : C (K ) → K in this case is minimal usco we obtain that the set {g ∈ C * (K ): M f (g) is a singleton} contains a dense G δ -subset of C * (K ). On the other hand, it is known for compact spaces that the uniqueness of the minimizer implies Tykhonov well-posedness of the respective minimization problem. This means a generic variational principle (for strong minimum) is valid for the non-fragmentable compact K . We will present here the compact K of Kalenda and, basing on the same idea, will provide a compact space for which an almost generic variational principle has place but not a generic one. The compact constructed by Kalenda is a generalization of the famous Double Arrow space. It is easy to see that K A is a compact space. The properties of this compact space depend on the properties of the set A. Using the idea of Kalenda we can give an example of a compact topological space for which an almost generic variational principle for strong minimum has place but not a generic one. That Σ -player does not have a winning strategy has been established in Section 6 of [20] . The rest follows from Theorem 4.2.
Next we show that, for a continuous function f : K B → R the set S ( f ) never contains a dense G δ subset of C * (K B ). It suffices to prove this only for the function f ≡ 0. For brevity, denote by M be the set-valued mapping M f for f ≡ 0. M puts into correspondence to each g ∈ C * (K B ) the set of all minimizers in K B of the function g. According to Proposition 2.4 where B 1 = C 1 and B j+1 is either C 2 j or C 2 j+1 , 1 j < k, is a finite σ -play; (e) π −1 (π (C p )) = C p .
Consider the set The latter chain of inequalities shows that x 0 is not a minimum of any g ∈ B[ḡ, r] on A and, therefore, the set S x 0 (I A ) does not intersect the ball B [ḡ, r] . This shows that S x 0 (I A ) is nowhere dense in C (X). 2 Example 5.12. Let R be the real line with its usual topology and A a countable everywhere dense subset of R (for instance, A may be taken to consist of all rational numbers). Consider in R a stronger topology obtained by adding to the usual topology all points of R \ A as isolated points. R with this new topology will be denoted by X A .
It is easy to see that X A is a completely regular space. Since the topologies of R and X A induce one and the same topology on A, the latter set has no isolated points. Further, since the set X A \ A consists of isolated points and is dense in X A , the player α in the game BM (X A ) has an obvious winning strategy. Every nonempty open set U selected by β contains at least one isolated point that could be selected by α. The continuation of the game generates a play which is won by α. Therefore, for every function f ∈ C * (X), the set S ( f ) contains a dense G δ -subset of C * (X).
On the other hand, the set A is closed in X A and its indicator function I A is lower semicontinuous, bounded from below and proper. The set S(I A ) := {g ∈ C (X A ): f + g attains its infimum in X A } is in fact the set {g ∈ C (X A ): g attains its infimum in A}. Since A is countable and without isolated points, it follows from Lemma 5.11 that the set S(I A ) is the countable union of nowhere dense subsets of C * (X), i.e. of the first Baire category.
